Abstract. In this paper a complete description in homological terms of the real Brauer group BrÄ(A') of a finite CW-complex X is obtained, in analogy with Jean Pierre Serre's result on the complex Brauer group Brc(A") and the author's one for the orthogonal case. Precisely it is shown that BrR(x") a H2(X, Z2) ® H°(X, Z2).
Introduction. Let A' be a finite CW-complex and F(X) the set of fibre bundles on X, with fibres in Azumaya algebras over the field of real numbers R, that is to say central simple algebras over R. This set can be made into a semigroup with respect to the tensor product. Let G(X) be the Grothendieck group of F(X) modulo the relations a + b = a®b \/a,bEF(X).
The real Brauer group Btr(X) of the space X is the quotient of G(X) modulo the elements of the form End(7i ), E being a real vector bundle on X.
Jean-Pierre Serre has shown [1, IV, Theorem 1.6] that Brc(Ar) ss
Tor H\X, Z), this being the torsion subgroup of H\X, Z). This result gives a complete description of the complex Brauer group in homological terms.
In [2] this problem is studied in the orthogonal case over the complex field and connections are found between Br^A") and BrcO(Ar). In the general linear case over the complex field the fibres of the fibre bundles are in the algebra of matrices Af"(C) and by Skolem-Noether [3] , the automorphisms of the algebra Mn(C) are all inner automorphisms, and it is a standard construction to see that a classifying space for the Grothendieck group, which in this case we call KP(X), is given by the space where BGLc(co)0 = ind lim BGLC(«) is defined similarly to BGPLc(oo). Note that by the standard construction of the localization for an 77-space, it follows that BGLc(oo)0 is the localization of BGLc(oo), the classifying space for K(X) [5, 2.17] .
In this way an element x G KP(X) belongs to the subgroup generated by the elements of type End(£"), if and only if the corresponding element x in [A', BPGLc(oo)] lifts to an element of [X, BGLc(oo)0]. BC* is the Eilenberg-Mac Lane space K(Z, 2), and we obtain
where <p+ is the map induced by y among the sets of homotopy classes K(X) and KP (X).
One can give in quite a similar way to the general linear case over the complex field the definition of the orthogonal Brauer group BrOc(Ar) of a finite CW-complex X. This is obtained considering BOc(oo)0 instead of BGLc(oo)0 and BPOc(oo) instead of BPGLc(oo). BPOc(oo) is the classifying space of the functor KPO( -), which gives the Grothendieck group associated to the semigroup of fibre bundles in matrices with an orthogonal structure and BOc(oo)0 is the classifying space of KO ® Q.
Using homotopy theory, in [2] it is shown that
Actually something more is pointed out: in view of the fact that if an element of Brc(A') is representable by means of an orthogonal element, then it is an element of order 2, it is natural to investigate on the basis of Serre's result and (b) if an element of order 2 of Btc(X) is representable by means of an element of BrOc(Ar). An affirmative answer is given to the question as the map (c)BrOc(A-)^ Brc(A") induced by the forgetful function because of (b) and Serre's isomorphism corresponds to the Bockstein homomorphism from H2(X, Z2) to H3(X, Z), relative to the sequence Z -* Z -+ Z2.
In other words, the diagram
is commutative. This gives an answer in the stable topologic case to one of a series of important problems connected with the elements of order 2 of the Brauer group, induced by a classical result due to A. Albert.
It is quite natural at this stage to give an answer to the following problem: if the base field is the one of real numbers R, find a homological description similar to the above mentioned ones, for the Brauer group of X. Of course the fact that the fibre bundles are now taken with fibres in central simple algebras over the field R demands a more general argument than the one used in Serre's work or in [2] .
But the complex orthogonal case will forward a part of the real Brauer group of X, as we shall prove that Br(A*) splits into the following direct summand BrÄ(A*) s H2(X, Z2) 0 H°(X, Z2).
The main tools for achieving such result will be the knowledge of the Brauer group of the real numbers, Br(/?), which has been proved to be isomorphic to Z2 [1, p. 94] , the homotopic equivalence of the general linear group over the real field, GlR(n), and the orthogonal group over the complex field Oc(n), and the properties of Br as a contravariant functor.
1. Some major observations. Let GlR(n) be the general linear group and 0R(n) the orthogonal group over R.
The natural inclusion of 0R(n) in the group Gl^w) induces homotopy equivalence between the corresponding classifying spaces.
This can be understood in the following way. The fibration As a matter of fact, the space GlR(n)/0R(n) is contractible: its elements are positive symmetric matrices, so contractibility can be easily proved by using the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process. So, by a well-known theorem [5, Chapter 7, §6, p. 404], 0R(n) and G1Ä(«) are homotopically equivalent.
Similarly there is a natural inclusion as groups of Oä(«) in Oc(«), the last being the group of orthogonal n x « matrices over the complex field, and the fibration 0K(n)
gives an exact homotopy sequence similar to (1.2), with
as Oc(«)/Oä(«) is contractible too, being formed of matrices relative to positive hermitian forms, so Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process can be applied here too.
Therefore we get that Oc(«) and GlR(n) are homotopically equivalent. But then it is known that the homotopy equivalence between the groups yields, by the Five Lemma, to the homotopy equivalence of the corresponding classifying spaces BOc(n) and BGLÄ(«).
As a matter of fact we get 3) and (1.4) ensure, according to the construction of the Brauer group recalled in the introduction, which can readily be seen to respect the homotopic equivalence of BOc(n) and BGLR(n), that the part of the real Brauer group which comes from fibre bundles with fibres in matrix algebras, is the same as the orthogonal complex Brauer group, that is to say H\X, Z2).
The above argument will be of great help in §2.
One more important tool that we need to accomplish our main purpose is forwarded by the following. Proof. Let X = U,6/ X¿, where X¡ are the connected components of the finite Clf-complex X. Take in X points xx, x2, . . . in such a way that x, E Xj, and consider the topological space { U ,e/ x,}.
Consider the maps tt¡ and <p, defined in the following way
such that tt¡(x¡) = x, and <p,(x) = x, if x E A*" Vx E X.
Obviously <p, ° tt¡ is the identity map of ( IJ ,e/ x,}. So, as the Brauer group is a contravariant functor, we get, passing to the Brauer group of the spaces in (2. As a matter of fact (we need to prove this only for points in every connected component X¡ of X, as a fibre remains the same for each of these components), the class of Ex, with x, G X¡, in the Brauer group, [Ex_] , is equal to 0 for every », as the Brauer group of a point is the same as the Brauer group of the real numbers R.
So the fibre Ex is a matrix algebra. But if the elements in Ker irf have representations which are matrix algebras, Ker tt* = H2(X, Z2), according to the argument pointed out in §1.
